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Abstract

Despite the ubiquity of leadership influences on organizational team performance and the large literatures on leadership and team/group dynamics, we know surprisingly little about how leaders create and handle effective teams. In this article, we focus on leader–team dynamics through the lens of “functional leadership.” This approach essentially asserts that the leader’s main job is to do, or get done, whatever functions are not being handled adequately in terms of group needs. We explicate this functional leadership approach in terms of 4 superordinate and 13 subordinate leadership dimensions and relate these to team effectiveness and a range of team processes. We also develop a number of guiding propositions. A key point in considering such relationships is the reciprocal influence, whereby both leadership and team processes influence each other. © 2002 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Effective team performance derives from several fundamental characteristics (Zaccaro & Klimoski, in press). First, team members need to successfully integrate their individual actions. They have specific and unique roles, where the performance of each role contributes to collective success. This means that the causes of team failure may reside not only in member inability, but also in their collective failure to coordinate and synchronize their individual contributions. Team processes become a critical determinant of team performance, and often mediate the influences of most other exogenous variables.
Second, teams are increasingly required to perform in complex and dynamic environments. This characteristic applies particularly to organizational teams, and especially to top management teams. The operating environment for today’s organizational teams features multiple stakeholders with sometimes clashing agendas, high information load, dynamic situational contingencies, and increased tempo of change. Advances in communication technology have made the use of virtual teams (i.e., teams whose members are not physically colocated) more practical and prominent in industry. These performance requirements heighten the need for member coordination. Further, because of the greater rate of change in today’s environment, team members need to operate more adaptively when coordinating their actions.

Team leadership represents a third characteristic of effective team performance. Most teams contain certain individuals who are primarily responsible for defining team goals and for developing and structuring the team to accomplish these missions. These roles exist even in self-managing teams (Nygren & Levine, 1996), although the conduct of leadership roles in such teams varies considerably from similar roles in more traditional teams. However, the success of the leader in defining team directions and organizing the team to maximize progress along such directions contributes significantly to team effectiveness. Indeed, we would argue that effective leadership processes represent perhaps the most critical factor in the success of organizational teams.

Despite the ubiquity of leadership influences on organizational team performance, and despite large literatures on both leadership (Bass, 1990; Yukl, 2002) and team/group dynamics (Forsyth, 1999; McGrath, 1984), we know surprisingly little about how leaders create and manage effective teams. Previous leadership theories have tended to focus on how leaders influence collections of subordinates, without attending to how leadership fosters the integration of subordinate actions (i.e., how leaders promoted team processes). Path-goal theory, for example, represents an excellent example of leadership influences on subordinate outcomes. However, it specifies the leader’s role in creating performance expectancies and valences for individual subordinates (House & Mitchell, 1974), not in developing and maintaining effective team interaction and integration.

Most leadership theories that mention team processes treat them as moderators that indicate what leadership behaviors are most appropriate or effective in particular circumstances (e.g., Fiedler, 1964; Kerr & Jermier, 1978; Kerr, Schriesheim, Murphy, & Stogdill, 1974). Accordingly, Hackman and Walton (1986) noted, “we have not found among existing leadership theories one that deals to our satisfaction with the leadership of task-performing groups in organizations” (p. 73). Kozlowski, Gully, Salas, and Cannon-Bowers (1996) also stated, “Although there are substantial literatures in both [the team development and leadership] areas (e.g., Levine & Moreland, 1990; Yukl & Van Fleet, 1992), existing models are limited in their ability to provide prescriptions to guide team leadership and to enhance team development” (p. 255).

Alternatively, few team performance models specify leadership processes as central drivers of team processes (e.g., Hirokawa, 1980; McGrath, 1991). Thus, in summarizing future research needs on team performance, McIntyre and Salas (1995) raised some critical questions related to the behaviors that define effective team leadership and the corresponding
knowledge, skills, abilities, and other characteristics that enable such behaviors. These observations point to the need for conceptual models of collective performance that integrate both leadership influences and team dynamics.

In this article, we present a conceptual framework for thinking about leadership effects on team performance. We argue that leadership processes influence team effectiveness by their effects on four sets of team processes: cognitive, motivational, affective, and coordination. We would argue further that a number of environmental, organizational, and team characteristics moderate the magnitude of these effects. In the next section, we present a functional model of leadership processes. We then examine how leaders influence the four aforementioned team processes.

Our examination of leader–team dynamics in this article rests on some central assumptions. First, we clearly presuppose hierarchical teams, having a defined leadership role, with a specified role incumbent. Most organizational teams have such structures. As noted, even most self-managing teams have supervisors who are held accountable by “higher-ups” for team outcomes, and who are likely responsible for selecting team personnel, providing the team with resources and establishing the normative basis for team functioning (Nygren & Levine, 1996; Sundstrom, 1999). Second, our examination in this article tends to focus on action, performing, and production work teams. Sundstrom (1999) cites these teams, as well as service teams, management teams, project teams, and parallel teams, as indicative of the kinds of team forms that operate in organizations. We have developed our conceptual ideas around action teams, but we believe that the propositions offered here extend to other kinds of teams. The difference among team forms probably alters the specific display of particular leadership activities, but we believe that generic leadership functions apply across different kinds of teams.

Third, in a related point, we have not qualified our propositions according to the types of tasks being completed by the team. For example, McGrath (1984) offers a typology of eight different types of group tasks. Our examination of leader-team dynamics reflects primarily research using performance/psychomotor tasks, competitive tasks, and perhaps decision making and intellectual tasks. However, most work teams engage in other kinds of tasks as well (e.g., creativity tasks, planning tasks). Again, we would argue that our generic leadership functions and our propositions apply generally across different team tasks. Task characteristics probably moderate the specific application of these generic functions.

2. Functional leadership

One perspective of leadership, the functional leadership approach, specifically addresses in broad terms the leader’s relationship to the team (Fleishman, Mumford, Zaccaro, Levin, Korotkin, & Hein, 1991; Hackman & Walton, 1986; Lord, 1977; Mumford, Zaccaro, Harding, Fleishman, & Reiter-Palmon, 1993; Roby, 1961). As described succinctly by Hackman and Walton (1986, p. 75),

The key assertion in the functional approach to leadership is that ‘[the leader’s] main job is to do, or get done, whatever is not being adequately handled for group needs’ (McGrath,
If a leader manages, by whatever means, to ensure that all functions critical to both task accomplishment and group maintenance are adequately taken care of, then the leader has done his or her job well.

This perspective defines leadership as social problem solving, where leaders are responsible for (a) diagnosing any problems that could potentially impede group and organizational goal attainment, (b) generating and planning appropriate solutions, and (c) implementing solutions within typically complex social domains (Fleishman et al., 1991; Mumford et al., 1993; Zaccaro, Marks, O’Connor-Boes, Costanza, 1995; Zaccaro, Mumford, Baughman, Johnson, Marshal-Meis, & Fleishman, in preparation). This definition offers several critical distinctions regarding team leadership. First, it emphasizes leadership as a boundary role linking teams to their broader environment (Katz & Kahn, 1978). Because most team problems originate from their environment, their diagnosis requires that leaders be attuned to developments and events outside of the team (Ancona, 1987; Ancona & Caldwell, 1988). Further, leaders have the responsibility of interpreting and defining environment events for their team.

The second distinction is that leadership typically involves discretion and choice in what solutions would be appropriate in particular problem domains. Team actions that are completely specified or fully elicited by the situation do not require the intervention of team leaders. Leadership is necessitated by team problems in which multiple solution paths are viable and/or requisite solutions need to be implemented in complex social domains through careful planning. Individuals in leadership roles are then responsible for making the choices that define subsequent team responses.

A third distinction is that functional leadership is not defined by a specific set of behaviors but rather by generic responses that are prescribed for and will vary by different problem situations. That is, the emphasis switches from “what leaders should do [to] what needs to be done for effective performance” (Hackman & Walton, 1986, p. 77). This distinction separates functional leadership perspectives from other models of leader-team interactions that either specify particular leadership behaviors (e.g., task-oriented, relationship-oriented) that are considered optimal in most team situations (Blake & Mouton, 1964; Fleishman, 1953; Katz, Maccoby, Gurin, & Floor, 1951; Likert, 1961, 1967), or would vary in application according to specific team properties and situational characteristics (Fiedler, 1964; Kerr & Jermier, 1978; Kerr et al., 1974). Instead, leadership is defined in terms of problem-solving activities directed at the generation of solutions that advance team goal attainment. Thus, in effect, any behavior pattern that reflects effective goal-directed action by leader role incumbents would constitute leadership (Mumford, 1986).

We need to add a note of caution here. The definition of functional leadership suggests a tautological relationship — if the group is successful, then the leader can be defined as effective. Or, any action by the leader is effective if the group succeeds. We can suggest several points that may counter this concern. First, the leadership processes that should contribute to effective group performance are dictated by the performance requirements posed by the group task, group environment, and properties or attributes of the team as a whole and its individual members.

Zaccaro and Klimoski (2001) describe seven contextual imperatives that drive the nature of organizational leadership: cognitive, social, personal, political, technological, financial, and
staffing. At the team level, these imperatives call for specific leader activities that are likely to be instrumental for group success, and alternatively define particular leadership responses that will not contribute to group performance. Thus, group effectiveness can be theoretically defined in particular contexts and circumstances as a function of specific leadership actions. In other words, not just any leadership action contributes to group effectiveness. A critical task for researchers in team leadership, then, becomes the definition and validation of the contextual influences that enhance the efficacy of some leadership actions and diminishes others. Some of the propositions offered later in this article represent a step toward this task.

Alternatively, we do not mean to argue that group effectiveness can be explained entirely by leadership action. Member capabilities and skills are likely to explain a large amount of variance in team effectiveness, beyond the influence of team leadership. Likewise, leader effectiveness does not always translate into team effectiveness. Team composition and environmental or resource constraints may severely mitigate leader influence and result in team failure despite leadership efforts. Thus, the central premise of functional leadership theory is that team circumstances prescribe certain necessary leadership activities for success, while negating the utility of other activities. Indeed, effective team leaders often possess skills in defining what the critical leadership activities and responses are for particular team situations (Zaccaro, 2002).

2.1. Leader performance functions

The perspective of leadership as functional social problem solving suggests a core of basic requisite leadership functions that are linked to the effective generation, selection, and implementation of problem solutions. Fleishman et al., 1991 organized these activities into a taxonomy of leadership performance functions having four superordinate dimensions and thirteen subordinate dimensions (see Table 1). The superordinate dimensions are:

- Information search and structuring.
- Information use in problem solving.
- Managing personnel resources.
- Managing material resources.

Information search and structuring refers to the leader’s systematic search, acquisition, evaluation, and organization of information regarding team goals and operations. Information sources exist both within and outside of the team. Here, the leader’s boundary role requirements are most evident. For example, Roby (1961) described vigilance, environmental scanning, and forecasting as key leadership functions linking the team to its external environment. Further, the team leader is responsible for interpreting tasks assigned to the team. In most organizations, for example, direct line supervisors are typically required to translate the vision and strategic intent of company executives into collective action (Zaccaro, 2001b). While this translation is likely to involve multiple leadership activities, a primary one is the acquisition of information regarding a team or unit’s mission and the resources required to complete it.
Information use in problem solving refers to the leader’s application of acquired information to problem solving in the service of team goal attainment. After a team mission or goal is established, the leader identifies task needs and requirements, develops and evaluates possible solutions, and plans the implementation of selected solutions. Here, the team leader is responsible for translating an assigned mission into a workable plan that utilizes available team resources and accomplishes several objectives for the team (Fleishman et al., 1991; Hackman & Walton, 1986). First, and perhaps foremost, an effective plan implements the solution that is the best-fitting one to the problem domain and the team’s goal state. Second, an effective plan provides a strong direction to the team such that team members have a clear representation of performance objectives and outcomes. Third, the plan provides an “enabling performance situation” (Hackman & Walton, 1986), where adequate levels of team members’ efforts, knowledge, and skills are elicited and coordinated. Further, the plan employs “task performance strategies that are appropriate to the work, and to the setting in which it is performed” (Hackman & Walton, 1986, p. 82). A major function of team leadership is to communicate solution plans to team members so that they understand the actions required for solution implementation, how these actions need to be coordinated, and what situation constitutes task or mission accomplishment.

The remaining two leader performance dimensions, managing personnel resources and managing material resources, include leadership activities involved in the actual implementation of developed plans and solutions. These activities are perhaps the most prominent responsibilities of organizational team leaders, particularly at lower company ranks. Managing personnel resources involves obtaining, motivating, coordinating, and monitoring the individuals under one’s command. Note, however, that leader responsibilities extend beyond the motivation and orchestration of collective action. Leaders are also responsible for training and developing the personnel resources under their command.
Solution implementation also requires that team leaders procure adequate material resources for team action (Hackman & Walton, 1986). This activity is often neglected in most classifications of leader performance functions (Fleishman et al., 1991). However, the lack of such resources will cripple team efforts, regardless of the motivation of team members and the quality of a leader’s solutions and performance strategies (Hackman & Walton, 1986).

These leader performance functions emphasize primarily the leader’s recognition and construction of team problems, generation of appropriate solutions, planning the implementation of the best-fitting one, and coordinating and monitoring solution implementation. These functions represent how effective leaders respond when facilitating team goal attainment, particularly in complex and dynamic environments (Mumford et al., 1993). They also represent a good starting point for describing how leaders facilitate team effectiveness. The next point is to specify more clearly how these leadership functions influence the components of team effectiveness.

2.2. Team effectiveness

Salas, Dickinson, Converse, and Tannenbaum (1992) provided a good working definition of a “team” as:

a distinguishable set of two or more people who interact, dynamically, interdependently, and adaptively toward a common and valued goal/objective/mission, who have been assigned specific roles or functions to perform, and who have a limited life-span of membership (p. 4).

This definition, echoed by other team researchers (Nieva, Fleishman, & Rieck, 1978; Orasanu & Salas, 1993), emphasizes that team members typically have different and unique roles, each representing critical contributions to collective action. This means that there exists a high degree of interdependence among team members. This interdependence requires coordination and synchronization among members and integration of their contributions to achieve team goals. During team action, members need to exchange information and resources, as well as constantly monitor the coordination of their efforts, adjusting individual and team actions when coordination breaks down (Salas et al., 1992). Thus, successful team action requires (a) the identification of appropriate individual member contributions and (b) a plan for the best way these contributions can be combined into an integrated team response (Hinsz, Tindale, & Vollrath, 1997).

Another essential element of this definition is that team interaction is expected to be adaptive with respect to environmental conditions. In essence, truly effective teams are those that are able to maintain high levels of collective performance, even as team and environmental circumstances become decidedly adverse. Such high performance requires that teams develop norms and operating procedures that promote individual and collective flexibility and adaptability.

A number of researchers have specified determinants of team effectiveness (Gladstein, 1984; Hackman, 1987; Salas et al., 1992). Based on these models, we suggest that effective teams integrate four fundamental processes: cognitive, motivational, affective, and coordination. We propose that leadership influences on team effectiveness occur in part through
3. Leadership and team processes

The model in Fig. 1 specifies that the leader performance functions described earlier alter team processes that contribute to team effectiveness. For example, leader information search and meaning making can result in defining the frame of reference that team members use to understand and complete their collective tasks. The performance strategies used by team members are most likely to emerge from leader planning and coordination activities. Likewise, their motivation and choices regarding team effort should be influenced in part by leader exhortation and encouragement. In the next sections, we describe key team processes in more detail and specify how leadership functions may act to facilitate these processes.

3.1. Team cognitive processes

A significant development in the recent teams literature has been the increasing application of cognitive theories and models to understand team performance. For example, Cannon-Bowers et al. have argued that effective team coordination and performance depends upon the emergence of accurate shared mental models of requisite team strategies and interaction tactics among team members (Cannon-Bowers, Salas, & Converse, 1990, 1993). Such team models help team members anticipate each other’s actions and reduce the amount of processing and communication that is required during team performance. The result is better coordination and more efficient collective responses to immediate task requirements.
(Minionis, Zaccaro, & Perez, 1995). In addition, other theorists have recently argued that metacognitive and self-correction processes in teams are critical for team performance, especially in situations requiring teams to adapt quickly to dynamic environmental circumstances (Blickensderfer, Cannon-Bowers, & Salas, 1998; Kozlowski et al., 1996).

3.1.1. Team mental models

Mental models have been defined as “mechanisms whereby humans are able to generate descriptions of system purpose and form, explanations of system functioning and observed system states, and predictions of future system states” (Rouse & Morris, 1986, p. 351). Mental models organize information about systems, the environments within which they operate, and the response patterns required of systems with respect to environmental dynamics (Veldhuyzen & Stassen, 1977). With respect to a team, such mental models developed by individual team members represent knowledge and understanding about the purpose of the team and its characteristics, the connections and linkages among team purposes, characteristics, and collective actions, and the various roles/behavior patterns required of individual members to successfully enact collective action. With well-developed team mental models, team members may be better able to anticipate each other’s actions and reduce the amount of processing and communication required during team performance.

These characteristics of mental models have led several researchers to argue that effective team coordination depends upon the emergence of a shared mental model (Cannon-Bowers et al., 1990, 1993; Klimoski & Mohammed, 1994). Shared mental models refer to common understanding established through experience among team members regarding expected collective behavior patterns during team action (Cannon-Bowers et al., 1990, 1993; Kleinman & Serfaty, 1989; Levine & Moreland, 1989). When such models are shared among team members, they may be better able to anticipate each other’s actions and reduce the amount of processing and communication required during team performance.

Cannon-Bowers et al. (1993) suggested that four different kinds of mental models encoded by team members were applicable to team coordination and performance. One includes knowledge about the equipment used by the team in the acquisition of information from its environment or in the monitoring of its own functions (equipment model). This model also includes equipment information necessary for the conduct of collective action. Another model contains knowledge about the purpose of the team and more specifically the task requirements related to this purpose (task model). This model includes task procedures, strategies, and how the task changes in response to environmental contingencies. A third model represents knowledge about team-member characteristics, including their task knowledge, abilities, skills, attitudes, preferences, and tendencies (team model).

The final model, and the one that is perhaps the most significant in terms of regulating team action, encodes information with respect to the individual and collective requirements for successful interactions among team members. Cannon-Bowers et al. (1993) argued that to be effective, team members:

- must understand their role in the task, that is their particular contribution, how they must interact with other team members, who requires particular types of information, and so forth.
Related to this, they must also know when to monitor their teammates’ behavior, and when to step in, and help a fellow member who is overloaded, and when to change his or her behavior in response to the needs of the team (p. 232).

When shared among team members, this model, called the team interaction model, is particularly crucial to effective coordinated action. Equipment, task, and team mental models are presumably crucial building blocks for the team interaction model. That is, the prescribed roles of team members need to emerge from a consideration of (a) the equipment or other materials that team members will use in completing subsequent collective tasks, (b) the specific task requirements that must be addressed through collective action, and (c) the task-relevant characteristics of team members that help define the contributions each can make to successful collective action. The strategies and tactics that emerge from a consideration of these factors, their moderating contingencies, and specific roles of each task member in particular action plans become incorporated into the team interaction model. The quality and elaboration of this model is associated with how well team members will be able to coordinate their subsequent activities.

3.1.2. Team information processing

The most proximal cognitive influence on team coordination and performance is the collective information processing that occurs when teams confront task and problem situations. A complete review of group information processing models is beyond the scope of this article; interested readers are referred to Hinsz et al. (1997). However, some basic processes include (a) developing a shared understanding of team problem parameters and processing objectives, (b) utilizing individual and shared knowledge structures to define solution alternatives, (c) evaluating and reaching consensus on an acceptable solution, (d) planning and implementing actions that form selected solutions, and (e) monitoring the implementation, outcomes, and consequences of selected solutions (Forsyth, 1999; Moreland & Levine, 1992).

Collective metacognition represents a form of team information processing that is critical for team performance in complex environments. Metacognition refers to reflection upon the cognitive processes used in problem solving; in essence, it represents “knowledge and cognition about cognitive phenomena” (Flavell, 1979, p. 906). Sternberg et al. also define metacognitive processes as executive functions that control the application and operation of cognitive abilities and skills (Davidson, Deuser, & Sternberg, 1994; Sternberg, 1985). Collective metacognition refers to individual and collective reflection upon how members constructed team problems, evaluated possible solutions, and implemented selected solutions. To achieve a high level of expertise that promotes adaptation in a dynamic operating environment, team members need to set aside time to consider, individually and collectively, the consequences of their strategies, how they considered and arrived at a team solution, and how they worked together to implement selected solutions. This is a difficult process to initiate and to complete successfully. When teams have succeeded at a task, members may not see the need for reflecting upon collective information processing and interaction patterns; likewise, when they fail, they are more likely to engage in such reflection, but it may be
focused on “fixing blame,” with negative consequences for subsequent team cohesion and efficacy.

3.2. Leadership and team cognitive processes

Fig. 2 extends the leadership–team process model by specifying in more detail the leadership performance functions that influence key components of team cognition. Leader information search and structuring activities provide the grist for meaning making and sense giving to team members, allowing the development of more comprehensive and effective team mental models. In addition, leadership processes likely contribute to the quality and efficacy of collective information processing, especially metacognition. We cover these relationships in more detail in the subsequent sections.

3.2.1. Leadership and team mental models

A major responsibility of the team leader is to facilitate for team members an accurate shared understanding of their operating environment and how, as a team, they need to respond. There has been little, if any, research linking team leadership to the development of effective team mental models. However, shared mental models of expected team and member actions serve as key mechanisms by which leaders structure and regulate team performance. Leaders inculcate in team members an understanding of the team’s mission, the action steps necessary to complete the mission and the role requirements for each member in collective performance. In essence, team leaders convey their own understandings and mental models of the problem situation as derived from their boundary spanning activities. Thus, leadership processes and the quality of a team leader’s mental models become key determinants of subsequent team mental models. Further, team mental models mediate the influence of leadership on team coordination and team performance.

Fig 2. Influence of leader performance functions on team cognitive processes.
The critical point of this leader–team influence is the leader’s sense-making activities on behalf of the team. Sense making can be defined as being “about such things as the placement of items into frameworks, comprehending, redressing surprise, constructing meaning, interacting in the pursuit of mutual understanding, and patterning” (Weick, 1995, p. 6). Sense-making and sense-giving processes include extracting important environmental cues, placing these cues in a team’s performance context, and embellishing the meaning of these cues into a coherent framework. This framework provides to team members an enriched mental model of cue-response contingencies, linked to environmental events, and includes the meaning or rationale for why certain collective actions are more or less appropriate in different situations. It is this last feature of sense making that produces shared mental models promoting team adaptation in a dynamic environment.

These arguments suggest a process of leader-team performance that begins with the development of a leader’s mental representation of a problem situation. This mental model reflects not only the components of the problem confronting the team, but also the environmental and organizational contingencies that define the larger context of team action. Here, the leader develops a model of what the team problem is and what solutions are possible in this context, given particular environmental and organizational constraints and resources.

The above model emerges from the information search and acquisition leadership functions, and indeed represents how the leader structures (i.e., makes sense of) acquired information. The problem model developed by the leader then drives the development of a team interaction model that encodes how the team ought to respond to the problem situation. The leader forms this second model from his or understanding of team capabilities and the resources of individual team members in the context of the problem at hand (Zaccaro et al., 1995). This model resembles the team interaction mental model proposed by Cannon-Bowers et al. (1993) as critical for team coordination and performance.

The next step in this process of leader–team performance is the communication of the leader’s mental model of team action to team members. This step is a critical one for team leaders because if they develop a perfect plan for team problem solving, but cannot communicate the model or plan effectively to the team, then the team response is likely to be inadequate. If this communication is successful, then team members are likely to form and share an accurate model of expected behaviors and role requirements in accordance with their assigned mission and the problem they need to confront.

Two recent studies have documented the influence of leader sense making and team communication, or sense giving, on team mental models. Marks, Zaccaro, and Mathieu (2000) manipulated the quality of leader communications to a team performing multiple missions of a computer-simulated military task requiring adaptation. They found that the communication by leaders of enriched task information to the team resulted in more similar and more accurate mental models formed among team members. Both mental model similarity and accuracy influence subsequent team performance. Burke (1999) and Burke and Zaccaro (in preparation) extended this study by looking more closely at the content of leader communications. She examined different levels of leader sense making on team mental models and team adaptation, on the same task used by Marks et al. (2000). She found that
more similar and accurate mental models accrued among team members when team leaders provided information linking environmental cues to appropriate team responses. More importantly, Burke found that teams were most successful in adapting to changing performance conditions when leaders provided along with cue-contingency information, a rationale for such linkages. This embellished sense giving resulted in deeper shared and accurate team mental models, which, in turn, fostered greater team adaptation.

Based on this research, and on the conceptual framework shown in Fig. 2, we propose the following:

**Proposition 1:** The extent and quality of leader sense-making and sense-giving activities is positively related to the accuracy and degree of sharedness in team mental models.

### 3.2.2. Leadership and collective information processing

Team leaders are also responsible for facilitating the information processing activities engaged by the team as it accomplishes its task. The most potent leadership processes that foster collective information processes include encouraging and coaching team members to engage in problem identification, diagnosis, solution generation, and solution selection activities (Kozlowski et al., 1996). Early in the team’s development, team leaders may need to model and structure these activities for team members (Kozlowski, 1998, Kozlowski et al., 1996). Kiviligan (1997) demonstrated that leader structuring behaviors were more important early in the group’s tenure; consideration and relationship behaviors become more effective as groups become more efficient and experienced on the group task.

As teams mature and move from a training/learning focus to a more action or performance orientation, leader roles shift to fostering team self-management, particularly in terms of problem-solving activities. Kozlowski, (1998) argues that as teams enter performance environments, “leaders are not so much responsible for directing specific team actions as they are responsible for developing the underlying individual and team capabilities that enable teams to self-manage their actions” (p. 134). Tannenbaum, Smith-Jentsch, and Behson (1998) note that leaders can foster team learning in discrete performance episodes by facilitating team planning activities and the metacognitive processes that should follow team performance.

Recent conceptual models, then, emphasize the role of participative leadership in facilitating several phases of collective information processing. They also highlight the coaching, modeling, and encouraging activities of team leadership, rather than directive or structuring activities. Thus, team leaders encourage the team members to take over a number of team leadership information search, structuring, and utilization activities noted in Table 1. The leader can often “take back” several of these processes, including problem construction, the definition of solution alternatives, and implementation planning when team performance environments become particularly complex and multifaceted.

In addition, research has shown that team information processing becomes more centralized (i.e., localized in the leader), when teams are under stress, threat, or are operating under conditions of temporal urgency (Argote, Turner, & Fichman, 1989; Gladstein & Reilly, 1985; Isenberg, 1981). However, even these conditions do not obviate other team
members from information processing responsibilities. Indeed, in constructing team problems, deriving solutions, and planning their implementation, team leaders draw heavily on the functional expertise and diversity within the team. In effect, they coordinate the contribution and combination of team knowledge and information resources; where “gaps” occur, they make interpretations and decisions that move the team along (Hinsz et al., 1997; Kozlowski et al., 1996).

A number of recent studies have documented the importance of participative leaders in fostering effective collective information processing. For example, Kahai, Sosik, and Avolio (1997) found that team leaders who engaged in participative leadership had team members who generated more problem solutions than team leaders who displayed directive leadership. They also found, however, that these effects were true for moderately structured tasks, but were reversed on highly structured tasks (i.e., directive leadership resulted in more solution generation among team members). This suggests that leadership effects on team information processing will depend in part on the nature of the team task.

Forms of participative leadership also facilitate other aspects of collective information processing. Larson, Foster-Fishman, and Franz (1998) reported that leaders who shared problem-solving responsibilities fostered more information sharing among team members than directive leaders. Tesluk and Mathieu (1999) found that when team leaders encouraged team self-management, team members engaged in more problem management actions than members of teams in which leaders did not encourage self-management. These action/strategies included such information processing as problem diagnosis, solution generation, and implementation; Tesluk and Mathieu found that such actions/strategies were significant determinants of work crew effectiveness.

Based on these studies and the conceptual model in Fig. 2, we propose the following:

**Proposition 2:** Teams with leaders who develop members’ capabilities to do information processing and encourage their participation in team problem solving will engage in more collective information processing than teams with leaders who use a more directive style.

Fostering effective collective “metacognitive” processing in the team, especially after major task engagements (Kozlowski et al., 1996), represents perhaps one of the most potent ways leaders facilitate team effectiveness. Such processing needs to be coupled with collective feedback to and among team members that reflects the conclusions emerging from metacognitive reflection upon team performance processes. While metacognition can remain a latent cognitive process for individual performers and still have potent effects, in teams metacognitive musing must be verbalized in order to produce changes in team members’ knowledge and capacities. Accordingly, team leaders can facilitate collective metacognition by providing critical performance feedback to team members and encourage collective reflection upon team processes. Tannenbaum et al. (1998) argue that such reflection needs to occur within the context of preperformance plans and goals. They describe “prebriefs” and “postaction” reviews as key components of the team learning cycle.
Prebriefs are team meetings prior to initiating performance that “provide an opportunity to the team to confirm its performance strategies, clarify team members’ roles and expectations, discuss anticipated events, and focus on key performance issues” (p. 250). Postaction reviews reflects the “systematic process of sharing observations and interpretations about team functioning (i.e., processes) and performance” (p. 252). To the degree that postaction reviews include reflection upon how team members engage in collective information processing, then they reflect collective metacognitive processes as well. We would argue that effective team leaders develop the basis for effective engagement of these two processes by team members. They do so by developing key member capabilities to perform these tasks, motivating team members complete prebriefs and postaction reviews, and providing feedback (and “feedforward”) information to facilitate these processes.

What specific leader behaviors facilitate this team learning process? Tannenbaum et al. (1998) offer the following prescriptive leadership activities (pp. 253–259):

- Provide a self-critique early in the postaction review.
- Accept feedback and ideas from others.
- Avoid person-oriented feedback; focus on task-focused feedback.
- Provide specific, constructive suggestions when providing feedback.
- Encourage active team member participation during briefings and reviews and not simply state one’s own observations and interpretations of the team’s performance.
- Guide briefings to include discussions of “teamwork” processes, as well as “task work.”
- Refer to prior prebriefs and team performance when conducting subsequent debriefs.
- Vocalize satisfaction when individual team members or the team as a whole demonstrate improvements.

Tannenbaum et al. examined these leader behaviors in a training study and found that teams with leaders who were trained to display these behaviors were more likely to engage in collective metacognitive processes (i.e., more likely to engage in discussions about teamwork behaviors, to critique themselves, and to offer suggestions to others). Teams whose leaders encouraged collective metacognitive processes outperformed teams whose leaders did not engage in such behaviors.

Based on these results, we suggest the following:

**Proposition 3:** Teams with leaders who develop and motivate member metacognitive capacities and provide appropriate performance feedback are more likely to engage in effective collective metacognition than teams with leaders who do not display these leadership behaviors.

### 3.3. Team motivational processes

Team effectiveness is grounded in members being motivated to work hard on behalf of the team. This motivation derives in part from the cohesion of the team and from its sense of collective efficacy.
3.3.1. Group cohesion

Group cohesion has been defined in two general ways. The first refers to “the degree to which the members of a group desire to remain in the group” (Cartwright, 1968, p. 91). This aspect of cohesion refers to the attractiveness of the group for the individual member. It reflects the degree to which group membership is linked to personal rewards (Thibaut & Kelly, 1959). The second definition refers to how resistant the group is to disrupting influences (Gross & Martin, 1952). This aspect reflects a degree of member integration or “bonding” in which members share a strong commitment to one another and/or to the purpose of the group.

Theorists also have argued that both an individual’s attraction to the group and the group’s resistance to disruption can have either (or both) a social focus or task focus (Carron, 1982; Carron, Widmeyer, & Brawley, 1985; Hackman, 1976; Tziner, 1982; Zaccaro, 1991; Zaccaro & Lowe, 1988; Zaccaro & McCoy, 1988). For example, social cohesion represents the intensity and number of friendships among members of the group (Festinger, Schachter, & Back, 1950). Task-based group cohesion results when task accomplishment provides for both the personal and collective attainment of important goals (Festinger et al., 1950). This cohesion occurs from the necessity of individuals to work together to achieve desired outcomes when such outcomes are unattainable through individual achievement (Tziner, 1982). Thus, reaching valued goals requires a commitment and task focus that is shared by all group members (Hackman, 1976).

This shared commitment separates task cohesion from individual task motivation. In task-cohesive groups, members care about the success of other group members because their own goal attainment is often inextricably bound to collective achievement. They will exert strong effort on behalf of the group and their fellow members to facilitate group success. When faced with adversity or possible failure, members of high task-cohesive groups will persist at the task. Thus, the need for collective effort and commitment provides the basis for both the value of group membership to the individual and the group’s strength of integration.

More importantly, when faced with adversity or possible failure, members of high task-cohesive groups: (a) are likely to be more committed to the task and devote more effort to its accomplishment; (b) set and enforce more stringent performance norms that compel such effort (Zaccaro & McCoy, 1988); and (c) plan more efficiently and develop more appropriate performance strategies (Hackman, 1976; Hackman & Morris, 1975). These effects follow directly from the definition of cohesion as the group’s resistance to disruption (Carron et al., 1985; Gross & Martin, 1952). Zaccaro, Gualtieri, and Minionis (1995) provided evidence demonstrating this supportive role of task cohesion; they found that when temporal urgency increased for team members, groups high in task cohesion significantly outperformed their counterparts in low cohesion teams. Indeed, they performed as well as teams not experiencing any temporal urgency.

3.3.2. Collective efficacy

High cohesiveness is likely to be a function of members’ beliefs that, together, they can effectively accomplish the tasks they need to for their team to be successful. Such beliefs have been labeled collective efficacy (Bandura, 1986) and defined as a team property that reflects the members’ confidence that collectively they can perform a particular task or mission well
As members feel more confident in their team’s capabilities, they are more motivated to work hard for the team, persist in the face of collective obstacles, and are willing to accept more difficult challenges. Such teams also set more difficult goals and are more committed to these goals (Weldon & Weingart, 1993). Consequently, under extreme adversity, highly efficacious teams should perform better than groups having low collective efficacy.

A common theme in this literature is that higher collective efficacy enhances the likelihood that team members will approach, persist at, and ultimately succeed on difficult team tasks. A rationale for the influence of collective efficacy can be derived from an extension of the resource allocation model (Kanfer & Ackerman, 1989) to team performance processes. The resource allocation model has been used to explain attention allocation by individuals to different tasks in performance situations. When in such situations, individuals make choices first about whether to allocate attention and resources to goal attainment and task performance. Such choice making reflects distal motivational processes. Once the choice is made to allocate resources to performance (i.e., to engage the task; Kanfer & Ackerman, 1989), individuals then decide on the amount and distribution of attention and effort among performance requirements. This second choice process reflects proximal motivational processes. Proximal motivational processes are regulated in part by the judgments and beliefs individuals have about their competency to achieve desired performance levels (i.e., their self-efficacy).

Similar processes operate in teams when confronting performance tasks. Teams decide to allocate resources to performance and engage the task. Then, decisions are made among team members about where to allocate team resources across performance requirements. We argue that an important extension of the resource allocation model to team performance is that the allocation of “team attention” to performance reflects not only a cognitive process occurring within team members, but also an interpersonal process occurring across team members. The allocation of team effort influences communication dynamics among team members and increases (or decreases) their correspondence with team performance. In effect, team resource allocation toward or away from the task influences the degree of process loss (Steiner, 1972) that is reflected in team communication.

Strong collective efficacy beliefs result in a higher likelihood that team members will engage the task and choose to allocate attention and team resources to its accomplishment (i.e., such beliefs influence distal motivational processes). We would also argue that collective efficacy is linked to the degree of process loss exhibited in team communication—specifically, high efficacy increases the correspondence between particular team communication processes and team performance. This influence reflects proximal motivational processes that regulate team action in the face of emerging team goal–performance discrepancies. Strong efficacy beliefs heighten team members’ attention to performance cues, in particular, whether the team is meeting the subgoals necessary for overall success. Such beliefs facilitate a more fine-grained attunement to changes in ongoing performance conditions, leading to corresponding changes in team communication processes. The result is that the frequency of certain communication patterns is linked to increased or decreased performance.
3.3.3. Performance norms

Both task-based cohesion and collective efficacy are associated with strong work norms. Some groups establish a climate that compels hard work from their members. Norms develop in such groups that call for strong effort and higher performance from all group members. Once established, these norms are enforced by the members themselves; when deviations occur, members will communicate in various ways with the nonconforming individual to bring him or her in line with group work expectations (Festinger et al., 1950).

3.4. Leadership and team motivation

Fig. 3 indicates the influences of specific leader functions (from Table 1) on team motivational processes. In essence, leaders raise team motivation both directly by a number of motivational strategies, and indirectly through their planning, coordinating, personnel development, and feedback behaviors.

A central responsibility of team leaders is to raise the collective efficacy of the team (Kane, Zaccaro, Tremble, & Masuda, in press). If team members believe their team is capable of achieving its goals, i.e., being successful, they are more likely to choose to engage the task (Zaccaro 1996; Zaccaro, Blair, Peterson, & Zazanis, 1995). Bandura (1982) suggested that efficacy beliefs emerge in part from (a) a history of successful achievement, (b) observations of modeled behaviors that lead to successful performance, and (c) persuasion and social influence processes. Effective leaders will likely use these strategies to build task confidence in the teams (Kozlowski et al., 1996). They model appropriate task strategies, allowing newly developing teams (or new team members) to acquire collective task competencies. They also model teamwork, or how team members should work together. By their actions, such leaders establish the acceptable interaction patterns in the team. For example, if they model and promote idea exchange, constructive criticism, and mutual support, the team is likely to feel more efficacious with respect to its assigned tasks.

Team efficacy also emerges from leaders who exhort their members to work hard and do well. This is related to the empowerment processes of transformational and inspirational leaders (Bass, 1985; Burns, 1978). By their actions (see Bass, 1985; House, 1977; House &
Shamir, 1993 for a delineation of these actions), such leaders fuse each member’s personal goals with the team or organizational mission. Team members identify at a personal level with the purpose and goals of the collective as a whole and are therefore more committed to their accomplishment (House & Shamir, 1993). Thus, transformational leadership is fundamentally directed at aligning the motive states of individual members with the purpose of the team as a whole (Burns, 1978; House & Shamir, 1993).

Finally, team efficacy emerges from the leader’s effective accomplishment of the leadership functions listed in Table 1. These functions enhance the likelihood that leaders and their teams will build a history of successful accomplishment and increase their sense of competence. Kane et al. (in press) reported evidence for this association. They examined the leader’s efficacy to complete leadership functions, the goals and strategies they establish for the group, their display of leadership functions, and their group’s cohesion, collective efficacy, and performance on a simulated manufacturing game. They found that the leader’s sense of efficacy and the goals and strategies they established influenced how they interacted with the team. Their goals and subsequent team-directed actions, in turn, influenced the team’s collective efficacy. These leadership processes also had direct effects on the team’s cohesion (after controlling for prior performance) and subsequent performance. Finally, to demonstrate the adaptiveness of these processes, Kane et al. varied the complexity of the team’s operating environment. They found that leadership influences on the team were stronger under higher team complexity.

Other studies have demonstrated significant linkages among leadership behavior, team efficacy and team performance. Pescosolido (2001) found that informal team leaders had greater influence over the development of team efficacy than nonleaders, and that this influence was strongest early in the group’s tenure. He suggested that this early influence was a function of the leader’s own efficacy regarding the team, and of the leader’s meaning-making behaviors that contribute to the reduction of ambiguity early in the team’s tenure. Chase, Lirgg, and Feltz (1997) also reported a positive association between a leader’s efficacy for the team and the team’s subsequent performance. Chase et al. argued that the leader’s efficacy expectations influence how he or she interacts with the team, the goals set for the team, and the kinds of performance skills that are focused on in team training.

Taken together, these findings and the model in Fig. 3 suggest the following:

**Proposition 4:** Teams whose leaders set high-performance goals, exhort and encourage members to adopt and achieve these goals, provide performance strategies to achieve these goals, and model appropriate performance strategies will display higher team efficacy and cohesion than teams with leaders who do not engage in such activities.

### 3.5. Team affective processes

Team effectiveness is also determined by the affective climate within the team. Barsade and Gibson (1998) contrast a “top-down” or “group as a whole” perspective versus a bottom-up perspective of group emotion. A top-down perspective argues that group dynamics or processes create an emotional tone that is fairly homogenous across group
members. This tone can be extreme in some instances and muted in others. A bottom-up perspective examines group emotion as an additive function of individual members’ emotional states.

Barsade and Gibson describe four examples of the top-down perspective. One is group emotion as an overwhelming and encompassing force that carries group members to emotional extremes. The emotional tone of the group arises not from a sum of individual emotions, but rather from an exponential escalation of emotional tones expressed in group interactions. Barsade and Gibson note two processes that drive such emotional tone. The first is an impulsivity in which groups as a whole make decisions more readily and without the level of consideration that individuals alone would apply. The second is a social imitation process where individuals mimic the emotional expressions of fellow group members, creating a mass contagion, and reiterative dynamic that exacerbates extreme emotional expressions. In most cases, such extremes of collective emotion are likely to greatly reduce team effectiveness.

Group emotions as a top-down phenomenon can also act to mute or dampen individual affective expression in groups. Barsade and Gibson (1998) describe this effect as one of normative control. Group members moderate or constrain the active expression of their emotions particularly in settings where such expressions can be highly destructive (e.g., meetings with superiors, interactions with clients and customers). The muting of extreme emotional expression is expected to facilitate team interaction and presumably allow for an easier exchange of ideas.

Barsade and Gibson (1998) describe group cohesiveness as part of the emotional climate of the group. Earlier in this article, we described team task cohesion as a component of the team emerging from, and contributing to, team motivational processes. However, Barsade and Gibson describe cohesion also in terms of interpersonal liking (Lott & Lott, 1965), as a positive affective “glue” that holds the team together. Zaccaro and Lowe (1988) found that while task cohesion facilitated team performance on a task where member products were summed, interpersonal cohesion had mixed results, producing both higher task commitment and higher process loss. Barsade and Gibson note that this aspect of cohesion as an emotional glue, binding members to the team, provides the force that can be exerted on team members to conform to team norms (Festinger, 1950; Festinger et al., 1950). Thus, the effects of group emotion in the form of team liking ought to depend upon the direction of group performance norms (Berkowitz, 1954, 1965; Festinger, 1950; Festinger et al., 1950; Schachter, Ellertson, McBride, & Gregory, 1951; Seashore, 1954).

Finally, Barsade and Gibson (1998) note that group emotional state can act to signal both phases of group development and key transitions periods in team performance episodes. For example, Tuckman (1965) and Tuckman and Jenson (1977) described a “storming” stage in group development where team members disagree over team procedures and norms, express discontent with many aspects of team functioning, and team norms and goals grow out of the resolution of these conflicts. Gersick (1988a, 1988b) describes a model in which teams cycle through phases of team performance (see also Marks, Mathieu, & Zaccaro, 2001); she notes that at particular points in the teams’ performance cycles, team emotions will escalate as members become concerned about meeting performance expectations. These effects of team emotions can be beneficial for team effectiveness if they result in processes that foster more
effective group interactions. Thus, according to Tuckman, if members successfully negotiate their storming period, they enter a “norming” phase in which team interactions are more structured, patterned, and team members are more cohesive.

The alternate perspective offered by Barsade and Gibson (1998) examines team emotion in terms of “how the emotions of individual group members combine to create group-level emotion, and how group emotion can be seen as the sum of its parts” (p. 88). They describe effects of mean emotions of group members, the variance in member emotional states, and the effects of extremes among members.

Most of the research studies reflecting a bottom-up perspective have focused on mean level of affect in groups, including several that have examined the effects of average team affect on key outcomes. For example, a positive mood among team members can foster more cooperation, more participation, less conflict, and stronger social cohesion (Carnevale & Isen, 1986; Rafaeli & Sutton, 1989; George, 1996). Collective negative moods result in more internal conflict and less willingness by team members to work with each other, i.e., participate in team activities (George, 1996). The result can be the impairment of motivational and coordination processes in teams, lower prosocial behavior, and lower group performance (George, 1990a, 1990b). Affective climate can also influence group information processing. Collective positive mood can increase the amount of information that is processed in teams, as well as the creativity of member contributions (George, 1996).

Teams performing under stressful conditions can be highly susceptible to emotional distress across team members. As team environments become more aversive (i.e., more time-urgent, stressful, complex, ambiguous), team members obviously need to maintain a collective calm. If the team succumbs to stress, member interactions become more narrowly focused among a subset of the team, information becomes increasingly less shared among team members, decision alternatives are not fully explored, and decision making accuracy declines (Argote et al., 1989; Gladstein & Reilly, 1985; Isenberg, 1981). Likewise, members become less committed to collective decisions (Frye & Stritch, 1964). Teams are not likely to be able to avoid environmental stressors; to be effective, they need to develop collective coping mechanisms that foster continued effectiveness, even under stress.

3.6. Leadership and team affect

Fig. 4 indicates the proposed linkages between leader behavior and team affective processes. There has been little empirical research examining the influence of the leader on group emotion. The studies that have been completed examined leader influences on team performance under stress. Most of these studies demonstrated that team members are likely to display less emotional reaction to stressors if leaders provide clear team goals, clear specification of member roles, and unambiguous performance strategies (Isenberg, 1981; Mintz, 1951; Strauss, 1944; Sugiman & Misumi, 1988).

An important role of team leaders is to moderate the degree of affect in the team by fostering a climate where disagreements about team strategies can be aired constructively. Amason (1986) examined cognitive conflict and affective conflict in top management
teams. Cognitive conflict refers to conflict among team members that “is generally task-oriented and focused on judgmental differences about how best to achieve common objectives” (p. 127). Such conflict is considered helpful to team decision quality because it results in diversity and integration of multiple perspectives. Affective conflict “tends to be emotional and focused on personal incompatibilities or disputes” (p. 129). Such conflict inhibits decision consensus, impairs decision quality, and contributes to lower unit effectiveness (Katz, 1977).

Amason provided support for these proposed differences between cognitive and affective conflict from surveys of 48 top management teams in food-processing companies and from a second sample of five furniture manufacturing companies. He found that cognitive conflict was positively related, and affective conflict negatively related to the quality, understanding, and acceptance of top management team decisions. Thus, for leaders to help teams be more effective, they need to manage the climate of the team so that cognitive conflict is supported but affective conflict is discouraged.

The top-down perspective of group emotion described by Barstade and Gibson suggests several other means by which leaders can influence group emotion and therefore team effectiveness. They note that impulsivity and imitation processes can create a contagion phenomenon where emotions run wild and out of control. The provision of clear and strong direction by team leaders can modulate such emotional contagion (Strauss, 1944; Sugiman & Misumi, 1988). Barstade and Gibson also note that group emotional tone can be modulated as well by the existence of strong established norms that prescribe appropriate and inappropriate displays of emotion. Leaders have a significant role in establishing team norms (Zander,
1971); therefore, they can facilitate healthy emotional climates in teams by fostering and encouraging norms moderating emotional expression.

Using the bottom-up perspective, Barsade and Gibson (1998) suggest the existence of team members who, by virtue of their own personality, mood, and influence, can disproportionately worsen the emotional tone of the team. This suggests that leaders and managers may be able to influence a team’s affective climate through member selection. For example, managers who establish temporary project teams are likely to attend carefully to the “emotional content” of the team, and who will or will not be able to avoid affective conflict. Alternatively, leaders may use counseling and developmental approaches to address emotionally problematic team members. Thus, leaders can shape the team’s affective climate proactively by personnel selection and development strategies.

These ideas and findings, as well as the model in Fig. 4, suggest the following propositions:

**Proposition 5:** Teams whose leaders provide clear performance goals, role assignments, and performance strategies will react less emotionally to stressful circumstances and display less emotional contagion than teams whose leaders provide little or no structure and direction.

**Proposition 6:** Teams whose leaders establish and encourage emotional control norms will display less affective conflict than leaders who do not establish such norms.

### 3.7. Team coordination processes

Team effectiveness depends fundamentally upon how well team members can coordinate their actions. This aspect of team performance was the basis for a taxonomy of team performance functions, described by Fleishman and Zaccaro (1992), which classified activities required for effective team coordination and integrated performance. This taxonomy has gone through several iterations (Cooper, Shiflett, Korotkin, & Fleishman, 1984; Nieva et al., 1978; Shiflett, Eisner, Price, & Schemmer, 1982) until its current form, which contains the following seven superordinate dimensions:

- Orientation functions.
- Resource distribution functions.
- Timing functions.
- Response coordination functions.
- Motivational functions.
- Systems monitoring functions.
- Procedure maintenance functions.

**Orientation functions** refer to processes by team members to acquire and exchange specific information required for task accomplishment (cf. Lanzetta & Roby, 1960). Task coordination requires that team members engaging in collective action have knowledge of each other’s resources and constraints, of the collective task goals and mission, of environmental characteristics and constraints, and of the priority given to the accomplish-
ment of specific tasks. This information exchange occurs both in the planning of team solutions and during the execution of team actions. *Resource distribution functions* are activities such as the assignment of members to specific tasks during collective action, the distribution of requisite material resources across subtasks, and balancing task load across members. While such tasks are clearly aspects of team planning, during the execution phase these functions center on the shifting of role and task assignments in response to changing environmental and team conditions.

These functions reflect in part the “combination of contributions” processes that fundamentally underlie small group performance (Hinsz et al., 1997; Steiner, 1972). Hinsz et al. define as the two aspects of this model:

(a) the identification and application of the important contributions (resources, skills, abilities, and knowledge) group members bring with them to the group interaction and task and (b) the processes involved in the way these various contributions are combined (aggregated, pooled, or transformed) to produce group-level outcomes (p. 56).

Orientation functions reflect the identification of member contributions in line with task demands and the exchange of resources information among team members. This produces a shared understanding of team resources. *Resource distribution functions* reflect how members choose to combine these resources, producing a shared understanding of team strategies and tactics.

*Timing functions* include those activities by team members to coordinate the pacing and speed of task accomplishment. Team pacing incorporates activities regulating the speed of task completion for the team as a whole, as well as for each individual team member. *Response coordination functions* refer to the specific sequencing of member activities and their timing relative to the occurrence of other team actions. *Motivational functions* are activities geared toward procuring the commitment of members to team task accomplishment and their willingness to work hard on behalf of the group. Unlike the activities linked to other team performance functions, many of these activities are most likely to occur long before team task accomplishment. That is, teams establish early in their tenure the performance norms and reward systems that will generally apply to most team tasks. However, these structures may be altered in subtle ways when teams confront specific tasks. Likewise, motivational functions during task execution may take the form of exhortations and encouragement when teams are performing under difficult circumstances.

The two remaining team performance functions refer to activities regarding the monitoring and maintenance of ongoing team actions, and the adjustment of those actions when they become dysfunctional. *Systems monitoring functions* include those actions directed at the detection of errors in the nature and timing of member activities. *Procedure maintenance functions* refer to the team monitoring to ensure compliance with established performance standards. The emphasis here is more on team maintenance than on error detection. Both sets of functions include activities related to the adjustment of member actions in response to team derailment. These monitoring and adjustment activities are critically important for team performance, particularly for teams confronting dynamic and ambiguous situations. Indeed, when comparing the relative contributions of several functions, Gualtieri, Parker, and
Zaccaro (1995) found that monitoring activities were most instrumental for team decision-making effectiveness.

To be effective, these team coordination functions need to become fairly automatic behavior patterns displayed by team members, individually and collectively, as teams confront tasks. Likewise, if teams need to operate in highly dynamic and complex conditions, then the application of these functions needs to be adaptive. In essence, teams need to balance two countervailing necessities in such environments: the need to standardize how team members contribute and combine their resources and the requirement that they remain flexible as task conditions become more dynamic.

This balance is created through “regulatory mechanisms” established within the team. These mechanisms refer to operating procedures established to govern the activation, occurrence, intensity, and monitoring of team performance functions. These procedures become encoded in team memory and new members are socialized to adopt and accept these procedures. Examples of such mechanisms include team performance norms, communication rules, and trained strategies shared by team members about how to accomplish routine team functions.

An important consideration in teams that are effective in dynamic environments is that regulatory mechanisms have “built-in” operating procedures that promote adaptability. For example, team members may establish different communication and decision-making rules that are triggered by certain crisis situations. Likewise, team strategies may be encoded that specify how team member roles are to change as performance situations change.

3.8. Leadership and team coordination processes

Fig. 5 indicates the proposed effects of leadership on team coordination processes. Leadership influences on the development and maintenance of successful team coordination processes may be characterized in stages (Kozlowski et al., 1996). First, leaders need to facilitate the identification and combinations of contributions from team members that are most likely to lead to task success. This facilitation means developing their awareness of what resources are available to the team. As suggested by Fleishman et al.’s (1991) functional leadership taxonomy, leaders should follow such identification by planning how to effectively combine and integrate these resources.
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The second step is for leaders to provide training, instruction, and opportunities for team members to learn the roles and tasks that need to be integrated into effective teamwork. The focus is not as much on learning individual roles, but rather on developing the interaction patterns necessary for team success. Finally, the team leader needs to facilitate the development of mechanisms that regulate and standardize these patterns. Ideally, once these mechanisms are established, they are reinforced by the team members while monitoring team interactions and dynamics.

These steps produce regulated coordination patterns in the team. However, they do not necessarily foster team effectiveness under dynamic conditions adaptation; indeed, they may cause the team to become more rigid in its responses within a dynamic environment, particularly if these patterns were successful on earlier tasks. When team complexity increases to the point where established interaction patterns are not sufficient, the team leader needs to reconsider team resources, recombine them into more viable coordination patterns, and reorient team regulation mechanisms (Kozlowski et al., 1996). In addition, to promote team adaptation, team leaders need to promote the display of flexibility and creativity among team members, albeit within the confines of team task requirements and environmental conditions.

These ideas and the model in Fig. 5 suggest the following proposition:

*Proposition 7:* Teams whose leaders match individual member capabilities to role requirements, offer clear performance strategies, monitor and provide feedback on the accomplishment of these strategies, and recalibrate team member actions when environmental conditions change, will be better coordinated and more effective than teams who leaders do not display such activities.

4. Team influences on leader effectiveness

In this article, we have focused exclusively on the influence of the leader on team effectiveness. However, one of our central arguments is that this is a reciprocal influence, where team processes influence leader effectiveness. For example, a high level of distributed expertise in teams facilitates several of the leadership functions described by Fleishman et al. (1991). Functionally diverse teams can help leaders interpret environmental ambiguity and reduce uncertainty.

In top management teams, where environmental complexity is typically higher than for lower level leaders (Zaccaro, 1996), Jacobs and Jaques (1987) describe two central uncertainty reduction mechanisms. First, when authority relationships are weakened, or at least suppressed, lower ranking individuals are likely to contribute more readily to the identification of meaningful patterns in the organization’s environment. In a strong authority arrangement, conformity pressures would result in such individuals adopting with little question the patterns discerned by their superiors, even if such patterns are inaccurate. Second, if the top executive team is constructed with individuals of varying functional expertise, the team as a whole has considerably more resources to develop more complex representations of the organization’s operating environment.
These factors led Jacobs and Jaques to suggest, “it would in theory be possible for a corporate collegium to deal with more highly complex environments than could individuals” (p. 44). Indeed, several empirical studies confirm the positive influence of diverse top management team demographics on organizational processes and outcomes (Bantel & Jackson, 1989; Hoffman & Hegarty, 1993; Kech & Tushman, 1993; Priem, 1990; Wiersema & Bantel, 1992).

Expert teams can also help leaders be more effective by assisting them in the acquisition of information in their boundary spanning roles (i.e., by acting as part of their information networks). Ancona and Caldwell (1988) identified several boundary-spanning roles for group members centered on the acquisition of information necessary for group effectiveness. By contributing as part of the leader’s information network, team members expand the surveillance resources of the team.

5. Summary

In this article, we have specified a number of fundamental components of team effectiveness. These are succinctly categorized in terms of cognitive, motivational, affective, and coordination processes. In spite of vast literatures in both leadership and team dynamics, there are few conceptual frameworks of how leaders contribute systematically to team effectiveness. Accordingly, we have described several of these contributions in the context of a broad team effectiveness model. We have also suggested that as teams become more experienced and achieve a significant level of expertise, other members take over more of the leadership functions, while designated leaders retain their boundary spanning responsibilities. Finally, we have briefly outlined several means by which teams influence leader effectiveness.

Existing theories of leadership and team dynamics tend to minimize the contributing influences of each of these processes on the other. Such minimization leads to a less than complete understanding of collective decision making and performance. In teams such as military units, or those in more traditional organizational forms, which are typically organized in a strong hierarchical structure, a major portion of the variance in performance may reside in factors associated with leadership. The failure to understand this relationship can limit the training and development of such teams and leaders, respectively. Alternatively, as many organizations move from a traditional hierarchical structure to a more team-based one, team processes have an increasingly important influence on leader and organizational effectiveness. Such influences need to be considered more carefully and modeled in theories of organizational and strategic leadership.
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